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A note from the editor… 

Happy New Year, fellow writers (belated though it is), and may 

it be a productive and enjoyable one for us all. 

Thank you for waiting for this edition – your patience is much 

appreciated. I hope that with the wealth of stories and poems 

herein, you’ll agree that it was worth the wait. Thank you once 

again to all contributors, and to our readers: I hope you enjoy! 

Cheryl 

 

New Year beckons 

with a hooked 

finger, 

so cast your lines 

crafty, don’t 

malinger 

with false modesty. 

 

~ Jock Stein 
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CHALLENGING CHANGE 

A message from the Convenor 

 

January is a time when we all look forward to the coming year and 
resolve to tackle with vim and vigour the challenges that will arise in 
the ensuing months.  So it is for groups like Tyne and Esk Writers as 
well as for us as individuals. 

Challenges there will be for our group in 2017 – not least of all as we 
see our finances dwindle and we have to make hard decisions on how 
best we use what we have for the benefit of our members.  It’s not 
easy but it is a challenge to which we are already rising. 

A small group have produced a powerful application for Awards for All 
– but like all such applications it has to be project-based.  In this case 
the objective is about connecting writing communities. 

In the light of very varied feedback on The Writer of the Year Award, 
which normally costs T & E some £800 a year, it is being 
recommended that the project be scaled back to include only our own 
members and that entry should be free - but that financial prizes 
would be dropped with the winners getting the trophy and 
paperweight. There will also be certificates. Volunteers have already 
agreed to pull it all together and there will be no overhead costs. This 
proposal will shortly be circulated to members via Group Reps. and 
you will have the chance to comment further – but all being well the 
final details and entry form will go out at the beginning of March. 

I’m happy to report that thanks to financial help from the Scottish 
Book Trust our Winter Writers Workshops are going head and 
demand for places from members is high.  In fact, from where I am 
sitting, T&E is already rising to the challenge presented by a new year! 

Finally, I am proposing to stand down as Convener at the AGM and 
Diana Stevens our excellent Treasurer also plans to hand over to 
someone else.  Jock Stein, our Vice Convener has very sportingly 
volunteered to remain in post to help maintain continuity. 

Who might be prepared to step up to the plate to fill these vacancies?  
While our four committee meetings are currently held in afternoons, 
there is no reason why they cannot be held in evenings or on 
Saturdays.  This prospect opens the door to new faces on the 
committee and, dare I say it, younger ones who unlike me don’t need 
to go off for an afternoon nap! 

George C. Cunningham 
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Perfect 

 

Eyes deep wells 

unblinking 

unfathomable 

 

Ears complex shells 

intricate 

receiving 

 

Soft rose bud mouth 

searching 

sucking 

 

Fingers pink tendrils 

waving 

grasping 

 

Slender root toes 

wriggling 

clenching 

 

His infant being 

Just being 

In the moment 

In the Universe 

Margaret Halliday 

‘The Three Craws with Rita Bradd’ were invited to appear in The 

Wee Fringe in The Globe Inn, Dumfries, with her short play ‘The 

Three Craws Gaun Tae Rabbie Burns’ Birthday Pairty In The Globe 

Inn, Dumfries’, for the third time in four years. In addition to the 

play, Rita’s family performed music that was live-streamed by the 

promoter of The Wee Fringe. The lineup this year was: Craw One - 

Wesley Bradd; Craw Two – Alan Bradd (Rita’s husband); Craw 

Three – Melissa Bradd. Rita said: “Performing rehearsed readings 

in The Howff where Robert Burns actually wrote poetry and 

discussed it with his friends is really special. There’s a tremendous 

atmosphere in the room and the chair he sat in is a major feature. 

We were warmly welcomed and the food we were served is 

excellent. Ten-minute Haggis Suppers at this time are a big draw 

to the pub. Coach parties dropped in on us and we had audiences 

ranging from toddlers to grandparents. We look forward to 

returning in 2018”. 

Rita will be returning to Adelaide to give talks on 3 and 4 February, 

the weekend of the third anniversary of her arrival with the oldest 

surviving clipper ship in the world City of Adelaide on board a 

heavy-lift cargo ship. The voyage was from Rotterdam, via Norfolk, 

Virginia, USA to Cape Town, to Port Hedland and finally Port 

Adelaide, a distance of 22,000 km. She will then travel to Hobart, 

Tasmania for the Australian Wooden Boat Festival, staying with 

the great-great-granddaughter of the first Captain of the 1864 

ship, on her yacht. Rita’s comprehensive book is well on the way 

to completion. With thanks to Catherine Simpson and previous 

CWF Claire Askew for their helpful and positive feedback on 

submitted sections. 

In the winter she curls up around a 

good book and dreams away the 

cold 

~Ben Aaranovitch 
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Do a Brave Thing 

A Call to Action from our Creative Writing Fellow 

Catherine Simpson 
 

There was never a better time to Do a Brave Thing 

 

As writers, fear can be our enemy: We fear rejection, we fear failure, we fear finding out we are not 

as good as we hoped we were, we fear speaking up, we fear making a fool of ourselves. So this New 

Year I urge you to Do a Brave Thing. Any Brave Thing.  

Your ‘Brave Thing’ might be writing something in a different genre; if you are a short story 

writer try writing a poem, if you are a poet tackle some memoir. Give it a go. You have nothing to 

lose and potentially lots to gain. Bring it to a Tyne & Esk group and share it. 

Try a new poetic form – a villanelle or a concrete poem or an acrostic. Commit to writing a 

haiku every day about what you can see from your window. 

 Challenge yourself as a reader by reading in a new genre; read a graphic novel, a space 

opera, an epic poem. Visit the library and browse those shelves you’ve previously avoided. Read 

something translated from Arabic or Chinese. Read Ulysses. 

Read that classic novel you’ve always meant to pick up. 

Join a book group and speak up. 

If you’ve never sent your work out to a magazine or a competition give it a go. Then create a 

spreadsheet for all the other submissions you will make throughout the year.  

Attend a writing workshop. Go and see some spoken word then sign up for a slot at an open 

mic. Attend an author event and ask a question. Spend an entire weekend at a literary festival (I 

might be biased but Coastword Festival in Dunbar is wonderful!).  

  Spend a whole day alone in the library reading, researching, writing. Visit your local 

museum or archive and research your town and use this for inspiration. Visit an art gallery on your 

own and be inspired to write by the paintings.  

 Offer to write a guest blog on overcoming your writing fears. Write an article for Scrivens. 

Write a letter to the paper. Write a love letter.  

Post your first tweet.  

 Write a review of a book you’ve loved and send it to the author.  

Interview elderly relatives and write up some of their stories. Write a letter to your younger 

self. Write a letter to your older self.  Write a list of all the brave things you will try this year and mail 

it to yourself next summer. Write your will. Write your own eulogy.  

Learn a new word and use it. 

Go people watching, listen to conversations on the bus and use your observations as 

inspiration. 

If you’ve never done so before (or even if you have) ask for feedback on your work, after all, 

that’s what I’m here for.  

Seize the chance to do a brave writing thing this new year. Fear leaves you trapped but 

bravery sets you free.   I’m sure you will not regret it – far from it - and who knows where this one 

brave thing may lead in 2017?  
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 Dalkeith Event 

The Dalkeith group recently 

participated in a fair organised by 

One Dalkeith. One Dalkeith aims to 

encourage art and culture in the 

area, and to inform people about 

what is available. 

Graham Leake and Gordon Moodie 

manned a stall, aided by Rebecca 

McKinney, whose book, Blast 

Radius, sold some copies at the 

event. There was also some interest 

among attendees in joining Tyne 

and Esk Writers. 

Joy Godfrey, Secretary of One 

Dalkeith, tells Graham that T&E 

contributed a lot to the event, and 

that the stall had a ‘happy, creative 

vibe’. 

I think we would all agree that a 

happy creative vibe is exactly what 

we want at Tyne and Esk Writers, so 

thanks to Graham, Gordon and 

Rebecca for representing us so 

accurately! 

World Done 
Roy Moller 

 
Is the world all done now? 
No, in your glammed-up Glasgow  
of gloomy hoods  
and mattresses sprung on 
pavements 
and hi-tech solutions and Sub 
Club, 
these hallways smell of pastry. 
That well-kent smell can tell me 
the world as you know it's not 
done. 
 
Is the world all done now? 
The incantations of industry,  
drop forges pounding blunt 
magic... 
There’s hardly any crepuscular 
clatter 
left in the midst of the Midlands 
        but there’s still heavy metal. 
As long as there's some kind of 
metal 
the world as we know it  
can never be quite undone. 
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The 22 Bus ( A 
Journey through Life) 
 

Kenny Gilchrist 
 
Birth 
Newhaven 
Lighthouse 
Auld Reekie 
Capital 
Scotland 
Bayonne 
France 
Sherwood Park 
Edmonton 
Capital 
Alberta 
Canada 
Marriage 
Husband 
Basque 
Declaration 
Love  
Loss 
Children 
Thistle 
Maple Leaf 
Cockerel 
Brother  
Sister 
Empty 
Streets 
Highland Dancing 
Joy 
Grand Children 
Laughter 
Pride 
Sadness 
Holidays 
History 
Edinburgh 
Warmth 
Bemusement  
Resilient  
Scars 
Weary  
Weddings 
Contentment 
Death  
Departure  

 

New Year Blues! 

Sheila Thacker 

There was a big fall out this morning of course someone got hurt 

and upset. Me. 

 What a way to start Monday! Sadly next Monday will be no 

different. 

 I am not an unreasonable person, well, not often, I have my faults; 

don’t we all? 

 I tried sweet reason, admitted my part, didn’t exactly beg or give in 

but definitely offered to change my stance. 

I would bend over, stand on one leg if necessary! Then I lost it: 

shouting and screaming: 

 “Christmas calories don’t count!” 

 The scales were totally unmoved holding their ground, Silently, 

smugly, smirking at me, 

 “OH yes they do!” 

Happy New Year one and all! 
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TYNE & ESK PUBLICATION LAUNCH - ALL WELCOME 

Please come to help celebrate the launch of the poetry collection ‘Habitus’ by Alan Gay 

on Wednesday 22nd February 2017 (6.00 -7.30 pm) at Dalkeith Library. Alan, who is a 

member of the Tyne & Esk monthly Poetry Group in Haddington, will read from his 

latest work and be in conversation with Tyne & Esk Creative Writing Fellow, Catherine 

Simpson. This will also be an opportunity to focus on our anthology From the Lighthouse, which 

will be on special offer at £3, with three readings from the book. 

  

In publishing ‘Habitus’, Alan was supported by the Tyne and Esk Publication Support 

Scheme which seeks to promote an awareness of creative writing emerging from East 

Lothian and Midlothian, by assisting new publications.  The scheme supports original 

writing through prose, short stories, novellas, poetry, plays, and scripts. Requests from 

solo writers, collaborations, or for anthologies are welcome. Applications are considered 

by an editorial team who offer advice and mentoring. Further details can be obtained 

from the committee. 

HABITUS 

Professor Elisabeth Davenport of the editorial team says of Alan’s poetry collection: 

The author shares his perceptions of humans as they make their way in different 

contexts. His observations are unique and often surprising, as he offers bizarre situations 

captured in deft images. The poem that fronts the collection, ‘A flea’s leap’, is a good 

example of this. 

The collection is in two parts. The first (‘My Habitus’) draws on the author’s experience 

from childhood to maturity. The material  ranges widely – the minor tragedy of 

‘Demobilisation’, the comic  ‘Built on Rock’, the poignant of ‘ Broken Wires’, the sardonic 

‘Sense of Place’ The registers on the second part of the collection are similarly varied, 

and we are offered a mix of prose poems and ballads. The lives presented here cover a 

wide spectrum – Inuit, gold panner, black servant, schoolgirl in wartime… 

The rationale for the collection is explained in the author’s introduction. Habitus, often 

means home-grown rituals but the author refuses to spell-out the whole meaning  and 

much is left for the reader to discover. This collection is a kind of empathetic 

anthropology revealing how we affect each other, and it does so with some skill. 

The cartoons are by Stephen Barnaby who is well known for his Fifty Word Epics. 
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DEPARTURE LOUNGE 
 

Mike Davenport 
 
Selling Twisties is a piece of cake, 
but not Mudshakes, no, not  Mudshakes. 
I’ve been looking at your sales – I’m glad 
to say the Twisties are, well, not too bad. 
Mudshakes may be tricky, yet it’s clear 
you need to make an extra effort here. 
I know the company is feeling the squeeze 
 – treat this as confidential please. 
With those losses on the Mudshake front 
redundancies are likely, I must be blunt. 
Craig, I’m concerned, I really care 
but it’s a crocodile world out there, 
what with human nature being as it is. 
By the way, how’s Carole and the kids? 
 

New Writing 
Festival 

Ideas welcome 

There is a proposal 
for some kind of 
Writing Festival at 
Newbattle Abbey on 
a Friday-Saturday 
near the end of 
September 2017 – 
good imaginative 
name suggestions 
are being sought. 
Please speak to your 
group rep if you 
have any 
suggestions. 

 

Snow was falling 

so much like stars 

filling the dark trees 

that one could easily imagine 

its reason for being was 

nothing more 

than prettiness 

 

~ Mary Oliver 
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11th January 2016 

Emma Moller 

 

 
Above the neat white line that is Seagull Terrace, the last shreds of darkness are melting away when the news starts to 
leak from the row of radios. 
 

Today, there’s only one story. 
 

The fat housewife at number 4 clasps her hand to her mouth, and her small son looks up from his porridge as she tries to 
call the news to his dad upstairs. But her throat fails her. 
 

His dad heard the news ten minutes ago. That’s why he’s still upstairs. 
 

By now, the radios only know one singer. And there’s still just one story. 
 

She starts to sing along.. .there’s a st…and stops. 20 minutes later, the gold paisley scarf she’d wound round her neck to 
chase away the rain is a wrinkled, damp knot and no longer capable of chasing anything anywhere. 
 

Her son’s spoon drops as he watches her dance...crumple...dance…fold. 
 

A million breakfast bowls turn pale and salty, and his dad stares at a screen and makes some rapid calculations.  
 

69 minus 52 equals... 
 

Not...  
 

His dad tugs at his collar as he adds up the lines and the tokes and the puffs and the shots and he wonders just how 
many it takes to make 69 the last line of your song. 
 

Did we stop…? 

 

At number 6, an asthmatic teenager looks in disbelief at his bald, bellied uncle’s hands shaking and wonders what that 
exotic streak could ever have meant to a cab driver from Musselburgh.  
 

I thought he was imm…  
 

I never thought he’d... 
 

The radios keep playing, and though the middle-aged suits’ voices falter, the songs pile up, each wireless wave washing 
fruits of the sea ashore. One last harvest, a tip of the hat we never saw coming. 
 

The straight-shouldered silver widow at number 8 lifts the receiver and punches in the number of her favourite grandson, 
the one who used to slip her silk scarves under his grey school jumper when he thought she wasn’t looking, and put on 
concerts in the garden for her neighbours until their sons began to jeer from behind the fence. He picks up on the first 
ring. 
 

At number 10, a heavy-browed 12-year-old pulls her stepfather’s guitar towards her, detuning it with her awkward grasp. 
Cross words are bitten off before they leave his lips when she asks him how to form the chord of G. 
 

At number 4, the fat housewife wipes her face with a knitted hat and starts to tell them about the shy, brainy boy in her 
class who used to pass her cassettes with the tabs punched in so she couldn’t record over them. The home-made-best-
of compilation a long-since-lost friend slipped in her pocket as she set off to conquer the world from a midnight fume-
choked bus station.  
And how she used it to teach 300 Japanese schoolboys to say ch-ch-ch…  
 

The day is suspended in its own arc; a fortnight of rain fizzes away, a diluted sun in its place. Born into his world, they 
emerge for a walk, stepping unsurely into a world without. 
 

When night falls again over the red-tiled roofs and whitewashed walls of Seagull Terrace, her son wonders why they’re all 
outside, heads tilted towards the stars. The row of radios stays tuned; tomorrow, fresh disasters will spill from their 
speakers, but just for one day, no matter which way they turn the dial, there’s only one story. 
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  My First Writers’ Event 

Stella Hervey Birrell recalls her Book Week Scotland event 

2016 marked the first Book Week since my debut novel came out, so it seemed as good a time as any 

to try and set up an event. And Dalkeith is the first public place where I introduced myself as a writer, 

four years ago, at their Tyne & Esk group – so it was Dalkeith Library that I approached. My proposal, 

to hold ‘an event in Book Week,’ (because this was as far as I had got) was met with enthusiasm and 

the offer of a face-to-face meeting in the next couple of weeks. 

Arg! Now I had to actually do it! Next port of call: the secret group set up for authors signed to my 

publisher. A place set up to share best practice, advice and support. I was given all three of these in 

response to my plaintive ‘what should I do about this event, I’m terrified?’ comment. The best piece of 

advice by far was from the person who suggested I should team up with someone, a joint-host, and I 

knew exactly who to ask. 

When I messaged Joanne of the Portobello Book Blog, her enthusiasm matched that of the library, and 

we actually all met up for the meeting I had arranged with library staff – this was the first time I met 

Joanne in real life. Lindsey, from the library, explained to us how the publicity would work, and that 

we were going to be the only ‘grown ups’ event that they were holding in Dalkeith Library – a huge 

responsibility! Joanne and I then repaired to the local Wetherspoons for gin, I mean, further detailed 

planning. We sketched out a basic shape of the evening, making sure we left lots of room for chat and 

the eating of cake. 

By far the most difficult challenge was to encourage people to come along on the night. Book Week 

Scotland is such a fantastic project– the bookish could easily be out every night. Added to this, the 

timing of 7pm-8pm on a Thursday ruled out a lot of parents who are ferrying around children to after 

school activities. So, the library provided leaflets that I circulated around the village and amongst 

friends – Joanne and I set up an Event Page on Facebook – my publisher included a listing on their 

website – and of course we were officially listed on the Book Week Scotland page, which was 

particularly exciting for me! 

In the end we had a respectable turn out for what turned out to be an exceptionally cold evening. 

Joanne and I could have talked for another hour, the extract from my work in progress was well-

received, cake was eaten and I even sold a book or two. We are already talking about our next event, 

and I can’t wait. 

Stella’s book, How Many Wrongs make a Mr Right? is published by Crooked Cat and available from 

Amazon. 

 

Until the End of the World 

Kenny Gilchrist 

Speaking on the phone, little did  
I know it would be the last time.       
 
Roots run deep this side of the  
pond.  Death comes to us all.  
 
Au revoir just now, driving  
along Heritage Road. 
 
I raise a glass and in meeting you  
again at the end of the world. 

 

Winter is the time for comfort, for good food and warmth, for the touch of 

a friendly hand and for a talk beside the fire: it is the time for home. 

~Edith Sitwell 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/How-Many-Wrongs-make-Right/dp/1911381040
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New Year – New Me 

 

Resolutions, new solutions, start some mini revolutions, 

Make more cash, don’t be rash, try and build myself a stash. 

Get in trim, go for a swim, enter a marathon and win. 

Ride a bike, take a hike, do things I love and not just like. 

Lose some weight, learn to bake, accept that my hair is really straight. 

Get more done, lay in the sun, and stop caring about the size of my bum. 

 

Pay off more bills, take less pills, do sit-ups even if it kills! 

Wash my car, drive somewhere far and treat myself to a day at a spa. 

Watch less telly, make home-made jelly - wear Spanx to hide my wobbly belly. 

Keep in touch, with friends and such, chill out more - don’t stress so much. 

Be asleep by two, so my lines are few, and don’t forget - drink water too! 

Put cream on my skin, drink less gin and learn what day to put out the bin. 

 

Recycle stuff, stop ‘having a puff’ and above all else, don’t get up the duff … 

Put on a smile, and go out in style, climb a big hill, then sit for a while. 

Take a chance, learn a new dance, book myself a tour of France, 

Have less coffee, drink green tea, I think moderation is the key. 

All good intent, for a life well-spent - wonder where the last year went … 

Still … another’s here, a fresh New Year, let’s bring it in with a hearty cheer! 

~Saffire Joriades-Israel 

 

 Surely everyone is aware of the divine pleasures which attend a wintry fireside; candles 

at four o'clock, warm hearthrugs, tea, a fair tea-maker, shutters closed, curtains flowing 

in ample draperies to the floor, whilst the wind and rain are raging audibly without. 

~Thomas de Quincey 


